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Abstract

Service composition is a recent field that has seen a
flurry of different approaches proposed towards the
goal of flexible distributed heterogeneous interopera-
tion of software systems, usually based on the expec-
tation that such systems must be derived from higher
level models rather than be coded at low level.

We propose a conceptual modelling approach for
the composition of service processes into a task work-
flow and its dynamic adaption to changes during
runtime. The contribution of the paper is twofold.
Firstly, our approach improves on existing approaches
by the separation of configuration into service config-
uration and service instance configuration which re-
duces the reconfiguration cycles in case of changes
and secondly, we describe a comprehensive modelling
concept that combines existing dynamic composition
techniques in a novel way.

1 Introduction

The dynamic interaction of the software systems that
support modern business processes is among the most
important challenges faced by organizations today. A
key issue faced by the developers in such situations
has always been that, inevitably, separately devel-
oped systems rely on disparate models and no mat-
ter how flexible the infrastructure, it requires ma-
jor effort to establish interoperability via the mutual
adaption of coexisting business processes, or the in-
tegration of legacy applications, or the incorporation
of local “grassroots” solutions in individual branches
of enterprises that often have thousands of applica-
tions and data repositories spread across the organi-
zation. In most cases nowadays, this integration task
is addressed by manual analysis and laborious devel-
opment of specific integration solutions.

This problem, traditionally experienced in the con-
text of interaction and distributed database systems,
has become particularly poignant in recent times with
the explosive development of new styles of infras-
tructure that support significantly more flexible and
dynamic interactions between applications. The so-
called Service Oriented Computing (SOC) paradigm
uses the idea of flexibly (possibly dynamically) assem-
bling individual application components (possibly di-
rectly accessible via the Web) into complex processes.
The underlying technology on which SOC is often
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assumed to be based is the technology of Web Ser-
vices, using Web-based communication protocols and
XML-based data formats and communication inter-
face definitions, all of which are enjoying increasingly
widespread usage. However, unless everyone uses the
same data structures and interfaces, a utopian sce-
nario, fully realizing the SOC dream requires over-
coming the interoperability problem [25].

Four aspects discussed in related literature in the
context of SOC are abstraction, semantic description,
service behaviour and dynamic integration [7, 24].
Ney̌caský et al. propose the abstraction from under-
lying XML-based description and using a single ontol-
ogy derived from existing descriptions to facilitate the
semantic integration [24]. Similarly, the BPMO ap-
proach proposes the use of an ontology but considers
in addition the service behaviour [7]. Our approach
goes beyond that by considering the re-configuration
of services if the environment changes during runtime.

The context of this paper is the interoperation of
several service processes that are dynamically com-
posed into a task workflow [12] to achieve a certain
business goal. We use the notion ”‘task workflow”’
because it used in related literature but point out
that a task in a task workflow may consists of sub-
tasks modelled as activities and subactivities. For
example, a simple task workflow could be a travel
booking, comprising a flight and a hotel booking. The
relevant service processes would be flight reservations
and bookings of different airlines and hotel reserva-
tions and bookings of different hotels.

Semantic interoperation is the process of bridging
and reconciling heterogeneity for combining a set of
service processes, selected based on their capabilities,
to meet a goal that cannot be met by using a single
service. The composition of the services of the com-
bined service processes needs to be planned and the
composed services needs to be enacted. This is de-
scribed by a workflow of itself, the task workflow [12].

Pre-planning and manual combination of service
processes into complex structures is a significant bot-
tleneck on the way to establish dynamic interactions
and interoperability, an ability which is one of the
main perceived advantages of the service-oriented ap-
proach over other paradigms. The goal of provid-
ing automated support for Web service discovery and
composition has led to the development of advanced
service description approaches, employing languages
which permit defining not just inputs and outputs but
also parts of the semantics of the service. In practice,
however, even apparent front-runners can prove to be
difficult to apply [30, 4] and insufficient for describing
certain complex functionality [9].

A fundamental decision concerns the selection
of the underlying interoperability architecture and
knowledge representation of service processes and the
composite task workflow. The representation must be
rich enough to capture the semantics of service pro-
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cess profiles in order to facilitate the detection and
bridging of semantic heterogeneities, abstracting from
syntactic details of Web service descriptions. The ar-
chitecture should support different target implemen-
tations. An approach that was developed with this
goal in mind is the so-called Model Driven Archi-
tecture (MDA). It offers a layered architecture that
permits modeling of system artifacts in a platform
independent fashion, with the goal of automatically
mapping them later to a specific implementation plat-
form. MDA representations typically (though not al-
ways) use variants or subsets of UML. UML has been
used for modeling service workflows, e.g., [12], but
again only at the structural level. UML does pro-
vide more powerful means of expression, such as the
Object Constraint Language OCL, which has been
successfully used for knowledge representation [9], in-
cluding in the SOC area.

The contribution of this paper lies in a top-down
design approach for the dynamic composition of Web
services. It consists of a comprehensive modelling
concept that combines existing dynamic composition
techniques and provides a multi-level configuration
approach on the service and service instance level that
reduces the reconfiguration cycles.

The next section describes a motivating example
followed by a discussion on related work. Section 4
explains the composition approach in detail followed
by the conclusion.

2 The Business Trip Scenario

We use the following business trip booking scenario
to demonstrate our composition approach. The re-
quirements for the business trip are as follows:

r1: Make a round trip airline booking from Adelaide
to Vienna on either one of the airlines Deepblue
or PurpleRed, with preferred departure date 4th of
July and preferred return date 14th of July, and
make an accompanying hotel reservation with
StarHotels.

r2: Spend maximum 2, 800 AUD for the airline ticket.

r3: Select a hotel rated as ∗∗∗-stars or higher, spend
a maximum of 1, 900 for accommodation.

r4: The overall trip costs should not exceed 4, 600. If
overall costs can be reduced by more than 10%
percent, the travel itinerary may deviate from
the preferred dates, with earliest departure 2nd
of July, latest departure 6th of July, earliest re-
turn 12th of July, latest return 18th of July, a
minimum stay of 10 days and maximum stay of
14.

3 Related Work in Dynamic Composition of
Services

Semantic Web service composition is the process of
combining a number of Web services, selected based
on their capabilities, to meet a goal that in general
cannot be met by using a single service. Web ser-
vice compositions are specialized business processes
or workflows where every activity or operation in
the process is carried out by a Web service. Pre-
vious works have examined a number of traditional
paradigms such as planning [19, 26, 34, 32], ontology-
based matchmaking [23, 11, 20] and constraint-based
systems [2, 16] to automate various parts of the com-
position task. Alternatively, some approaches such
as [12, 36] have investigated the effectiveness of using
MDA-based technologies to accomplish semantic Web

tasks. In this section, we discuss some related ap-
proaches and techniques in the area of service configu-
ration. Further work can be found in the modelling of
adaptive workflows in the health care domain [6, 35],
concepts and tools for modelling dynamic workflows
and process variants [21, 1, 28] and research in self-
healing business processes and Web services [15].

Related Approaches: There are multiple ap-
proaches developed by the research community in dy-
namic Web Services composition but only few address
a top-down design. We discuss the four approaches
that are more closely related to the approach pre-
sented in this paper: (1) Processes with Adaptive
Web Services (PAWS) 1 [3], (2) ServiceMosaic [5], (3)
the Model Driven Web Service Composition devel-
oped by Grønmo et al. [12] and (4) the Service Deliv-
ery Life-Cycle for Semantic Service Provisioning [18,
pp.14-18].

The Process with Adaptive Web services (PAWS)
framework couples adaptation design-time and run-
time execution [3]. It presents an approach that deals
with service processes and provides several design-
and run-time tools such as mediator configurator and
mediator engine for coupling modules and supporting
message transformation. PAWS differs in achieving
flexibility because of providing advanced design tools
and separating the design from the run-time part in
the composition process. This has the disadvantage
that the number of services as well as all possible ex-
ceptions must be known prior to execution. Our ap-
proach allows to re-configure the design of a service
process in case of a run-time failure and to consider
new alternative services in the composition.

The ServiceMosaic project targets the develop-
ment of model-driven adapters for business proto-
cols [5]. In this project Benatallah et al. investigated
the automated analysis of compatibility and replace-
ability of services on the protocol level as basis for
the model-driven development of Web service proto-
col adapters. Adapters are used to mediate between
incompatible interfaces of functionality-wise compat-
ible services and adapting Web services in a way so
they become compliant with other services. This work
relates to one part of our composition approach, the
service configuration step described in Section 4.3 in
which mediators are developed in order to communi-
cate with the interfaces of service providers.

Grønmo et al. propose a model-driven composi-
tion approach for semantic Web services [12]. It con-
siders the discovery and selection of service using an
ontology based approach in order to capture the se-
mantics of service functionality. The approach also
supports the definition of Quality of Service (QoS) in
form of requirements such as maximum costs. How-
ever, it does not consider the reconfiguration of the
composite process if unforeseen changes of the service
environment occur.

Grønmo et al. introduced the concept of an ab-
stract workflow in the composition approach. An ab-
stract workflow is a pre-specified control flow specifi-
cation between abstract service specifications. UML
activity diagrams are used to model the abstract
workflow. Abstract service specifications, which are
a representation of a task that needs to be realized,
are modelled as activities. Given an abstract work-
flow, the composition process discovers services from
a registry that meet the requirements, replaces ab-
stract services with respective concrete services, and
finally formulates a concrete workflow where all the
abstract service specifications are replaced with a re-
spective concrete service while retaining the control
flow from the abstract specification.

1http://www.paws.elet.polimi.it/
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Kuropka et al. describe an approach for adaptive
service provisioning called service delivery cycle [18,
pp.14-18]. The life cycle considers the iterative plan-
ning and enactment of services, where the planning
sub-cycle includes matchmaking and composition, the
binding sub-cycle includes negotiation and contract-
ing, and the enactment sub-cycle includes invocation,
monitoring and profiling. This approach overcomes
some limitations of static binding of Web services,
e.g., it allows the utilisation of new Web services
during the enactment and can accommodate changes
such as sudden unavailability of services. Our ap-
proach goes beyond this by distinguishing between
the composition and matchmaking on the schema and
instance level and proposing a configuration rather
than a planning approach. A configuration on the
schema and instance level has the advantage that a
composition can be adapted by reconfiguring bound
services in a subcycle rather than performing a new
replanning and rebinding cycle with all available ser-
vices every time a change occurs. For example, in
the business trip scenario it is possible to identify an
airline that fulfills all the criteria on the service de-
scription level. However, it might happen during run-
time that there is no flight available on a specific day.
Instead of replanning the whole trip, an alternative
flight on a different day is searched with the already
chosen airline.

The problem that many planning approaches face
is that the number or types of services involved in
the composition process must be known beforehand
because they have a finite set of variables. These pre-
dictions are usually difficult to make especially for
dynamic composition scenarios. Therefore we pro-
pose a configuration approach instead of a planning
approach which defines the scenario in form of a Gen-
erative Constraint Satisfaction Problem [22]. The ap-
proach is explained in more detail in Section 4.3 and
overcomes the limitation previously mentioned.

Service Configuration: AI planning approaches
have been proposed as one option for automated Web
service composition [17, 18]. In planning, an initial
and final state are provided along with constraints
on actions that are available to agents. In a forward
chaining approach, the agent starts in the initial state
and tries to identify the next action which brings the
solution closer to the final state, in contrast to back-
ward chaining which starts in the final state and tries
to identify actions backwards in a possible control
flow leading to the initial state.

An alternative approach is presented by
consistency-based configuration that has been
widely studied and applied to a number of industrial
problems. Web service composition can be modelled
as a constraint satisfaction problem as shown in
[2, 16, 33]. In comparison to other approaches this
work is robust in handling overspecified profiles
which usually lead to less preferable matches and in
supporting queries for the non-existence of certain
properties.

4 Dynamic Composition and Re-adjustable
Execution of Service Processes

The interoperation of business processes is generally
acknowledged as one of the most challenging prob-
lems faced by the more and more interconnected dig-
ital economy, still requiring at this point largely man-
ual intervention resulting in huge costs during the de-
velopment and over the lifetime of software systems.
The shift to more flexible and increasingly virtual
technologies does not alleviate the problem, rather
it runs the risk of not realizing the potential gains

inherent in these technologies if the fundamental in-
teroperability problem is not tackled. The approach
outlined in this section uses a combination of novel ex-
tensions of technologies that have, individually, been
proven to be very powerful in tackling difficult real-
world problems as demonstrated by the authors’ ear-
lier work [14, 31, 10].

We propose to use a Model-Driven Architecture
(MDA) approach as input to a configuration reason-
ing engine to create interoperable business processes.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the composition during
its life-cycle.

The actual integration of services becomes an inte-
gral part of a workflow that is seamlessly embellished
with matching-level activities as needed. As a result,
the workflow is dynamically built and adapted while
using a straightforward notation. Once assembled,
a workflow is reusable, so that many bookings can
theoretically be made subject to successful execution.
This successful execution is adaptive to environment
changes (e.g., selected hotels having no rooms free
once the user has made a decision). However, there
is no explicit exception handling, instead we provide
first class workflow activities (“reflective workflow”)
to enable adaptation at runtime such as re-planning
a business trip if a hotel room previously quoted is no
longer available at booking.

Most importantly, the modeling approach is intu-
itive: the process is modelled the way a normal clerk
would do it, but the cumbersome matching task is
automated. The user is in control through providing
parameters and priorities. If a library of task work-
flow patterns exists for a particular domain, different
patterns could be selected according to preferences
(e.g., book hotel first, or check multiple airlines etc).

Semantic technologies assume the existence of a
machine-interpretable description of information and
services. In our case, the “semantic” aspects refer to
three specific technologies linked up to provide a joint
model of the problem area:

• an underlying object model of the entities and
relationships in the problem area, amended with
declarative constraints between these entities
and a specific set of relationships that permit a
meaningful distinction between different types of
heterogeneities [14].

• a model of the behavior of a set of processes,
expressed in a formally defined diagram language
(Petri net-like or UML activity diagram extended
with states) [27].

• a declarative approach for reasoning about these
processes and the constraints in the object model
in a seamless fashion [33, 2, 8].

The composition process consists of three levels, (1)
abstract level, (2) candidate selection and (3) execu-
tion level. They are based on the abstraction levels
proposed by the MDA but differ in the way that they
might not be executed in a strict sequence but inter-
leaved. Under certain circumstances explained below,
it might be necessary to loop back to a previous level.
The approach

• begins on the abstract level with a user modeling
a task workflow with

– a pre-specified control flow between “service
usage tasks”, each tied to an “abstract ser-
vice object” (e.g., a flight reservation)

– functional and other individual require-
ments of every service usage task (e.g., pay-
ment in Euro or in AUD), and
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Abstract Level

MODELLING
Modelling a task workflow
with abstract activities

DESIGN
Add or change requirements

Execution Level

BINDING
- Bind input values from user
- Bind task workflow activities to adapter services
- Bind adapter services to candidate service
- Bind query tasks to candidate service activities

EXECUTION
Execution and monitoring of task workflow

Re-design if no service candidate
can be found given requirements

Re-bind: New user requirements if
no instance can be found

CONFIGURATION OF
SERVICE PROCESSES
- Discovery of service candidates
- Candidate service process matching
- Candidate service activity matching
- Creating adapter services

CONFIGURATION OF
SERVICE INSTANCES
- Discovery of services instances
- Service instance process matching
- Service instance activity matching
- Add monitoring profile
  (Inserting query tasks for checking
  changes during runtime)

Candidate Selection

Re-configuration:
Search for alternative

candidate if no instance
can be found or 

suddenly unavailable

Figure 1: Overview of approach for dynamic compo-
sition and reconfiguration during runtime.

– additional global requirements of the whole
workflow (e.g., maximum cost)

• proceeds with a candidate selection which in-
cludes the identification and interoperable inte-
gration of service processes and their instances
into the task workflow, whereby

– semantic heterogeneities are resolved
through inclusion of “bridging tasks” (e.g.,
an activity converting different curren-
cies), or composing tasks into compound
non-decomposable task (e.g., payment
and ticketing), or re-ordering tasks (e.g.,
payment before ticketing), if appropriate
and acceptable to the user, and

– “control tasks” are inserted to query ser-
vice processes for their current service en-
vironment, i.e., their available or running
service instances, (e.g., available flights or
status of flight bookings), to match - at the
instance level - service instances that best
meet the specified global requirements to
abstract service objects, and to configure or
re-configure (upon a changed service envi-
ronment) a corresponding workflow execu-
tion schedule (determining which paths to
take in the workflow “upstream” of the cur-
rently active task),

• proceeds with the execution, whereby

– user input values (e.g., flight details) are
bound to task workflow and abstract ser-
vice objects are bound to selected service
instances, and

– “service usage tasks” are subsequently exe-
cuted.

Some steps in the composition process may be re-
peated if changes occur:

• Re-design: If no service candidate can be iden-
tified during the candidate selection because the
requirements cannot be fulfilled by available ser-
vices, the user has to change the requirements
on the abstract level (e.g., change order of ser-
vice usage tasks).

• Re-bind : If no matching service instances can be
found by “control tasks” during execution, then
the user has to provide different values for the
task workflow parameters which are bound to the
task workflow (e.g., different dates for flights).

• Re-configuration: If the environment changes
during execution, e.g., a service is suddenly not
available any more, then services processes and
service instances need be to re-configured to find
an alternative solution. Changes in the environ-
ment are identified by “control tasks” in the task
workflow.

In the remainder of this section the composition
process steps are explained in the context of the busi-
ness trip example from Section 2.

4.1 Modeling Service Processes

We now provide an MDA-based approach for describ-
ing service processes. Service processes represent the
functional infrastructure that is offered by providers,
and the execution that is provided by the task work-
flow. For each offered service process its provider
publishes a service process description, describing its
properties by states and constraints, and its behavior
by states and actions. Furthermore, it specifies a set
of parameterised queries, referred to as enquires, that
select all or a subset of the service instances available
and that retrieve the current state of a specific service
instance.

Definition 1 (Service Process Description) A
service process description D is defined as a tuple
(S, T, F,E,A, C) defined on a set of states S, actions
T (with a set of arcs F ⊆ (S×T )∪(T ×S) describing
state transitions via actions), and enquiries E. The
properties of each instance of this service process are
described by a set of attributes A and constraints C.
We assume a subset K of A serves as key to identify
individual service instances. (Alternately, a dedicated
interaction key k may exist for part of the lifecycle.)

Simple services are a degenerated case of this def-
inition, represented by a Service Process Description
with a single action transiting from initial to final
state.

Definition 2 (Service Instance) A service in-
stance i of a given service D is described by the
current life cycle state inhabited by i, written as
lcs(i) ⊆ 2S∪T and a value for each attribute in A.
Let ID denote the set of service instances of a given
service D.

Definition 3 (Enquiry Service Description) An
enquiry is a parameterised query over the current pro-
cess state of a subset of service instances for some ser-
vice description D (generic enquiry), or for the cur-
rent process state of a specific service instance (spe-
cific enquiry). A generic enquiry service description
is defined as a parameterised (first order) predicate
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over the set of service attributes A, returning all ser-
vice instances that satisfy the predicate. A specific en-
quiry description is parameterised by the interaction
key of the specific service instance to be selected. Pro-
viding actual parameter values for an enquiry service
description results in a concrete enquiry.

Example: Let us consider the service process de-
scriptions of two airlines, DeepBlue and PurpleRed. For
simplicity, we assume that our two airlines offer only
return tickets and quote only the cheapest price for
each itinerary. For brevity, we also consider a simpli-
fied service process.

Potential service instances (un-booked flight of-
fers) of both airlines are identified by attributes fltNo,
departureDate, retFltNo, retDate, and are described by
the ticket price. A reserved or booked itinerary is
identified by a reservationNo that is unique per airline.
The reservation number is returned by the first ac-
tion in a service process e.g, reserve with DeepBlue
or book&pay with PurpleRed. Both airlines offer two
enquires: obtainQuote (from, to, depDate, retDate), which
return a set of quotes for the specified itinerary, and
checkStatus(reservationNo) which returns for the current
status of a reservation.

Figures 2 and 3 depict the service process descrip-
tions of airlines DeepBlue and PurpleRed, respectively.
The figures show actions and associated state transi-
tions. While airline DeepBlue offers the possibility to
make reservations ( reserve) and to cancel or confirm
the reservation later, which results in a booking that
is paid ( pay) and used ( checkIn), airline PurpleRed offers
only instant ticket sales ( book&pay). Once a ticket is
sold it may be used checkIn or canceled ( cancel). Can-
celed tickets may be entitled to a refund, subject to
a deducted cancellation fee ( collectRefund).

The life cycle of the service process of our hotel
group StarHotels consists of a single action only, mak-
eReservation(quoteNo). The service provider StarHotels
offers one enquiry service obtainQuote (fromDate, toDate)
returning a set of quotes for the indicated period, each
one identified by a unique quoteNo and described by
the hotel name and dailyRate.

While flight quotes will be priced in Australian
Dollar, hotel quotes will be in Euro.

Figure 2: Deepblue Airline Service Process (simpli-
fied)

Figure 3: PurpleRed Airline Service Process (simpli-
fied)

4.2 Modeling the Task Workflow

The task workflow is the “workhorse” of the approach
and serves as the anchor for the process logic and the
service matching and instantiation. It is specified by
the user on the abstract level of the approach.

Definition 4 (Task Workflow Description) A
task workflow description W is defined as a tuple
(Sw, Tw, Fw, Ew,Kw, Aw, Cw, Ow, Dw,Mw, bw, ew, vw, sw)
defined on a set of states S, actions T (with a set
of arcs F ⊆ (S × T ) ∪ (T × S) describing state
transitions via actions Tw), and enquiries E. The
properties of each instance of this service process are
described by a set of attributes Aw and constraints
Cw. Kw ⊆ Tw × Sw indicates a set of k.o.-links
between activity and states, describing what states
(referred to as k.o. post states) are entered when an
activity completes unsuccessfully. Ordinary links and
post states, i.e., those determined by Fw, are called
o.k.-links and o.k. post states, respectively.

Dw is the set of service process descriptions from
which the task workflow is composed.

Ow is a set of abstract service objects, each poten-
tially assigned to a specific service instance of some
service process.

Mw : Tw → Dw × Tw associates with each activity
an activity of some service process, where if Mw(t) =
(d, t), t is an activity of service process description d.

Partial function bw : Ow → I binds each abstract
service object to some service instance.

Ew : Ow → 2Dw associates with each abstract
service object the set of service process descriptions
to whose instances the abstract service object may be
bound.

Partial function ew : Ow → I × Dw, where for
ew(o) = (i, d), it holds that d ∈ Ew(o) and i ∈ Id,
associates each abstract service object o to a pair of
service instance and service process.

Partial function vw : Ow×I×A → V assigns each
abstract service object o for each service instance in
ew(o) a value for each attribute. (Such a value cor-
responds initially to the attribute value of the service
instance, but may become ”dirty” if the service in-
stance of the service processes involves independently
over time, e.g., flight is booked by someone else).

Function sw : Ow → SOS where
SOS ={unbound, tentative, committed, canceled,
fulfilled} is the set of possible Service Object States.

The workflow activities Tw are distinguished into
service usage activities (SUAs), enquiry activities,
bridging activities, and control activities. The in-
sertion of bridging and control activities is system
supported if data type heterogeneities or critical ex-
ecution states of the task workflow are identified. A
critical execution state might be the begin or end
of a milestone (e.g., after obtaining quotes or book-
ing itineraries) when control activities monitor ser-
vice processes by querying service instances for state
changes that need to be handled (e.g., booking an
itinerary failed).
Example: The task workflow of our business trip
consists of the service process description described
above. The user models a simple task workflow sim-
ilar to a reference process which is refined automat-
ically in the candidate selection step using configu-
ration techniques. Refinement means that modelled
activities are refined with subactivities and new ac-
tivities may be inserted in a consistent way. Con-
sistency criteria using inheritance which are applica-
ble in this step have been investigated in previous
work [31]. Figure 4 shows an example for an initial
task workflow modelled by the user.

The task workflow has two abstract service ob-
jects, flightItinerary and hotelBooking which are not
explicitly modelled in Figure 4. Each instance of
the task workflow is described by the following at-
tributes: fromCity, toCity, preferredDepDate, preferredRet-
Date, maxAirFare, minStars, maxHotelCosts, maxOverallCosts,
earliestDep, latestDep, earliestReturn, latestReturn, miniumStay,
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Figure 4: Initial task workflow modelled by the user.

maximumStay, deviateThreshold. The attributes are self ex-
planatory, except deviateThreshold which indicates the
percentage in savings which justify choosing an alter-
native itinerary than that of the preferred dates. At-
tributes are extracted from user-defined requirements.
During execution some service providers may require
further attributes which are added dynamically dur-
ing runtime (e.g., frequent flyer number).

We describe the execution semantics of a task
workflow in this section prior to the candidate selec-
tion and execution level for better understanding.

Execution Semantics: We define the notion of
workflow state, formally capturing the current pro-
cessing state of a workflow instance (which is referred
to as life cycle state) and the workflow execution
schedule, determining how the workflow should ad-
vance from its current processing state through the
execution of service usage activities. As the outcome
of service usage activities in the workflow execution
schedule is not known in advance, i.e., the booking
of a quoted hotel room may be successful or not,
the different steps of the execution schedule may be
‘guarded, where a guard is expressed by a life cycle
state of the workflow instance. The execution of a
workflow schedule and the semantics of guards is ex-
plained below.

Definition 5 (Workflow State) The workflow
state of a service instance i of a given service D
is described by a tuple < clcs, es > consisting of
the current life cycle state lcs inhabited by i and
the execution schedule es = 〈s1, . . . , sn〉 (which is
a list of steps to be executed (started) in order in
the future The current life cycle state clcs of the
workflow instance is expressed by the states in which
the workflow instance currently resides; if an activity
is currently executed, it is also part of the clcs. Each
step si (i = 1 . . . n) of the execution schedule es is
a triple 〈lcs, a, b〉, where lcs is a life cycle state that
acts as a guard indicating the step to be executed
only if it matches the current life cycle state of the
workflow instance, a indicates the activity that is to
be invoked if the step is executed, and b determines
the actual parameters of the activity invocation.

The execution schedule, the output of the match-
making process, is a list of activities with actual pa-
rameter bindings. Service execution means calling the
individual activity at the head of the execution sched-
ule with the proper parameter binding. If the activity
is guarded and the current life cycle state of the work-
flow instance matches the life cycle state indicated by
the guard, the activity is executed. It is ignored oth-
erwise, and the execution schedule is continued with
the next step.

Formally, given current lifecycle state clcs and ex-
ecution schedule es =< s1, . . . , sn > with s1 =<
lcs1, a1, b1 >, we have the following situation. If
lcs1 = ∅ or lcs1 = clcs, then we execute a1 with b1 as

parameters. If lcs1 6= clcs, the activity is discarded.
In either case, the new execution schedule es′ is de-
fined as es′ =< s2, . . . , sn > (This description does
not include the semantics of control activities which
alter the execution schedule).

The current workflow object Ow is omitted if it is
understood.

To simplify the execution model, we make the as-
sumption that individual activities in the service pro-
cess (enquiries and actions) are atomic.

Per the definitions of the previous section, we have
an environment ew (potential bindings) plus instan-
tiated (concrete) query (the latter for optimization
purposes) for each abstract service object, plus global
constraints given with the service description, plus
global workflow constraints Cw, plus global attributes
Aw (which must be bound to values).

4.3 Candidate Selection

The candidate selection follows the modelling step
and consists of the service and service instance con-
figuration.

During service configuration, services are discov-
ered, matched, and introduced into the task workflow,
i.e., the task workflow is modified. The remainder of
this paper focuses on service instance configuration
and shows only one service configuration step.

Service instance configuration consists of instance
discovery and matching. For better understanding of
the approach, we first explain briefly the service con-
figuration part with an example, then the service in-
stance configuration part and later mediation, match-
ing, and configuration in more detail.

Service Discovery: The identification of relevant
service processes is conducted by existing approaches
like the ones mentioned in [17]. Here we describe
three efforts used in Semantic Web Service discov-
ery that are applicable: First, keyword-based discov-
ery can be applied on a directory, e.g., UDDI, based
on the names of the abstract service objects defined
in a task workflow description (cf. Def.4). Second,
subsumption-based discovery can be applied by con-
suming functional requirements defined as constraints
for each service usage task (cf. Def.1), and third,
state-based discovery is applicable by using global re-
quirements defined in the task workflow description
(cf. Def.4) and service usage task specific constraints
like pre- and postconditions (effects) (cf. Def.1).
Example: Abstract service object flightItinerary may
be bound to a service instance of either DeepBlue or
PurpleRed, and abstract service object hotelBooking to a
service instance of StarHotels.

The binding of the abstract service objects to ser-
vice instances is constrained by the collected user re-
quirements.

Fig. 5 depicts the life cycle of the task workflow of
our business trip after the service configuration was
executed and the task workflow from Figure 4 was re-
fined and extended. An instance of the task workflow
is created by introduced control activity collectTravel-
Req, which collects the travel requirements from the
user and initializes the attributes of the workflow in-
stance accordingly. If additional attributes (e.g., fre-
quent flyer numbers) are required by certain service
providers then the control activity takes care of that.

Thereafter, activity obtainQuotes is executed which
was refined into three enquiry activities, obtain-
Quotes DB, obtainQuotes PR, obtainQuotes SH, to obtain
quotes from service providers DeepBlue, PurpleRed and
StarHotels, respectively. The three subtasks may be
executed in any order. As hotel quotes are in Euro,
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they are converted by a subsequent bridging activ-
ity convertCurrency into Australian Dollar. The bridg-
ing activity was also introduced by the configuration
task.

Once these activities have been performed, the
quotes are matched and selected by the control ac-
tivity composeTravelPlan.

If a flight itinerary and a hotel quote could be
found that meet the specified user requirements, the
workflow can proceed with respective bookings.

If the offers cannot meet the user requirements,
the workflow is continued by following the k.o. link
and continued with a control activity that recollects
changed user requirements reCollectTravelReq.

For better readability of the Figure, only states
to which we explicitly refer to in our examples are
named.

The example mentioned before describes the result
of the service configuration step. In the remainder,
the concepts that result task workflow are discussed.

Service Instance Discovery: The task workflow
will usually include a set of enquiry activities that
query service providers for available service objects,
i.e., instances of service processes, that are considered
relevant for the subsequent service matching.
Example: In our business trip setting, which should
start on 2nd of July at the earliest and conclude on
18th of July at the latest, only flight itineraries be-
tween Adelaide and Vienna whose departure is on 2nd
of July or later and whose return flight is on 18th of
July or earlier, are relevant.

The first table in Figure 6 depicts ew( flightItinerary),
the potential bindings of abstract service object flight-
Itinerary. The set of potential bindings is determined
by the result of executing in our task workflow the
enquiry activities obtain DB quotes (followed by bridg-
ing activity convertCurrency) and obtain PR quotes for
available flights in the period between 2nd of July
(earliest departure) and 18th of July (latest return).
The second table in Figure 6 depicts ew( hotelBook-
ing), the potential bindings of abstract service object
hotelBooking. The set of potential bindings is deter-
mined by the result of executing in our task workflow
enquiry activities obtainQuotes SH for available hotels
in the period between 2nd of July (earliest departure)
and 18th of July (latest return).

SP fltNo date retFltNo retDate price
DB DB1 4/Jul DB2 14/Jul 2.780
DB DB1 5/Jul DB2 18/Jul 2.390
DB DB1 2/Jul DB2 12/Jul 2.660
PR PR5 4/Jul PR6 18/Jul 2.640
PR PR5 6/Jul PR6 16/Jul 2.800

quoteId hotel availability dailyRate
13 Uni Lodge 2/Jul - 12/Jul 115
21 BlueDanube 2/Jul - 18/Jul 180
23 Budget Motel 6/Jul - 16/Jul 120
27 Park Inn 2/Jul - 18/Jul 190

SP . . . service provider

Figure 6: Potential bindings for abstract service
object flightItinerary, available after obtaining airline
quotes, and abstract service object hotelBooking, avail-
able after obtaining hotel quotes

Service Mediation: For the semantic mediation,
we distinguish between data and behavior mediation.
For data mediation, an ontology alignment approach
is used as proposed by WSMO [29]. This handles mis-
matches at the data definition and message exchange

protocol level. The handling of heterogeneous busi-
ness processes is addressed by a catalog of declara-
tive integration patterns defined in previous work [13].
The catalog defines patterns used for the horizontal
and vertical integration in Enterprise Application In-
tegration (EAI) and business-to-business (B2B) sce-
narios. Vertical integration focuses on services in a
similar domain and horizontal integration targets ser-
vices from different domains contributing to a com-
mon goal.
Example: A set of airline booking services need to
be integrated vertically in order to choose the best of-
fer according to some preferences for a specific flight.
An airline booking service and a hotel booking ser-
vice need to be integrated horizontally in order to
complete a travel booking.

Service Matching: Constraint-based systems,
which have been successfully applied to a number of
large-scale industrial problems, are potentially useful
in the Web service composition context. Previous
works, in particular [2, 16], have examined the fea-
sibility of using constraint-based systems to address
the Web service composition problem. While [2]
provided a constraint-based workflow design based
on input and output compatibilities, [16] provided
an optimized approach to carry out simple checks on
Web service attributes. The need for a matchmaking
process, that filters Web service candidates based
on the functionality a Web service offers, for use
within semantic Web based tools has already been
established. However, the previous constraint-based
proposals do not consider semantics such as function-
ality of a Web service while performing candidate
selection. Our approach incorporates the semantics
(as specified in the abstract workflow, any additional
operation specifications, plus functional requirements
specified by the user) to generate concrete workflows
for any given abstract workflow.

The composition process begins with the design
of an abstract workflow. An abstract workflow is
a pre-specified control flow specification between ab-
stract service specifications. An abstract service spec-
ification is a representation of functional and addi-
tional individual requirements that a concrete service
has to satisfy. Given an environment of Web ser-
vices with declarative specifications of their properties
such as functionality, semantic service composition is
the process of formulating concrete instances of an
abstract workflow using the environment such that
all the functional, individual and global requirements
specified in the abstract workflow are satisfied.
Example: Figure 7 depicts the tentative bindings of
abstract service objects FlightItinerary and hotelBooking
after service matching and composition and before the
respective reservations or bookings have been made.

SP fltNo date retFltNo retDate price
DB DB1 2/Jul DB2 12/Jul 2.660

quoteId hotel availability dailyRate
21 UniLodge 2/Jul - 12/Jul 135

Figure 7: Tentative bindings of abstract flight and
abstract hotel after service matching

Example: Figure 8 depicts the workflow state and
execution schedule after service matching. The work-
flow is in life cycle state { travelPlanComposed }, which
is the post state of control activity composeTravelPlan
in our task workflow. Two activities are scheduled
in accordance with the task workflow description, the
reservation of the flight itinerary (unguarded activity
reserve DB) with service provider DeepBlue for the ten-
tative binding of abstract service object flightItinerary
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Figure 5: Task Workflow: Business Trip

and the booking (activity guarded activity book SH)
of the hotel with service provider StarHotels accord-
ing to the tentative binding of abstract service ob-
ject hotelBooking (cf. Figure 8). The second step of
the execution schedule is guarded by life cycle state
{hotelBookingFailed} which is the ko-post state of activ-
ity book SH. This means that the third step (activity
cancel DB) will be executed only if the requested hotel
booking fails once a quoted offer is no longer avail-
able. The fourth state flightCancelled is entered after
cancel DB is executed and enables the execution of ac-
tivity recomposeTravelPlan.

step# lcs activity p.bindings
1 reserve DB dept: (DP1,1/Jul),

ret: (DP2,11/Jul)
2 book SH quoteId: 21
3 { hbf } cancel DB
4 { fcld } rTp

clcs = { travelPlanComposed }
rTp . . . recomposeTravelPlan,
hbf . . . hotelBookingFailed
fcld . . . flightCancelled

Figure 8: Workflow state with execution schedule af-
ter service matching, i.e., after execution of control
activity composeTravelPlan

The profile of a service is an advertisement of the
capabilities or functionality that the service claims
to offer. Its two parts (functional properties or at-
tributes on one hand and invariants on the other)
should be satisfied by all the concrete service in-
stances which are advertised using this profile.

Semantic candidate selection is the process of dis-
covering Web services from one or more registries by
performing a matchmaking operation on the adver-
tisement of the Web service capabilities against a set
of user specified requirements which in general repre-
sents the functionality a user expects the Web service
to offer.

Definition 6 (Service Matchmaking Request)
A service matchmaking request R is a set of con-
straints Rcons usually representing the functionality
of a Web service that a user of the matchmaking pro-
cedure is searching for.

Definition 7 (Constraint Satisfaction Prob-
lem) A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is de-
fined as a triple 〈V,D,C〉 where

• V is a set of variables {v1, v2, . . . , vn}

• domain(vi) denotes the set of allowable values
the variable vi can be assigned with.

• D is a set of domains {D1, D2, . . . , Dn} such that
the Di = domain(vi)

• C is a set of constraints that need to be satisfied
for any given assignment to the variables in V .

A solution to a CSP is an assignment of values to
variables such that all constraints are satisfied.

Frequently, in modeling complex, component-
based systems (hardware or software), this basic defi-
nition is extended to to provide individually identified
components with a structure defined by a type hier-
archy (i.e., object structures), An object’s attributes
are variables of the CSP, and an object’s references
(instance variables referencing other objects) also are
interpreted as variables in a CSP. However, their do-
main is special: it is the set of components (or, in
typed systems, the set of components of the proper
type). This object-oriented constraint view is the
modeling approach used by commercial configuration
tools and, e.g., in [2], maps naturally to a service
composition problem where service instances, activi-
ties in the workflow, and data processed by services
are considered first-class objects, and the invariants,
constraints and pre- and postconditions (guards) as-
sociated with services and data objects are constraints
on these objects and their values and references (i.e.,
relationships).

Service Configuration: The service configuration
consists of the sequential execution of the composi-
tion task (a) “Identification of pairs of service usage
tasks and service candidates” and (b) “Request for
user feedback for changing the execution order of ser-
vice usage tasks in the task workflow description”.
Composition task (a) performs the configuration us-
ing the description of previously discovered services,
the task workflow description, all requirements (func-
tion, non-functional, global requirements), and any
necessary and available bridging tasks as inputs. If
the task is successful then it produces a list of pairs
that assigns for each service usage task a concrete ser-
vice and the task workflow description. If the compo-
sition task does not find a solution, i.e., it fails, then
the task workflow needs to be re-designed by the user,
i.e., the user has to change the requirements and the
configuration will be executed again.

During configuration the order of the steps in the
task workflow may need to be changed due to hetero-
geneous business processes of the discovered services.
The change results from a re-ordering caused by the
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instantiation of an integration pattern. In this case
composition task (b) is executed which requests con-
firmation for the re-ordering from the user. If the user
does not agree with the re-ordering then the configu-
ration task searches for an alternative solution.

Configuration is finished when a concrete service is
assigned to each service usage task in the task work-
flow. It may be executed again if the environment of
a task workflow instance is changed during execution
and part of the workflow state enters a compensation
task.

4.4 Execution

Under certain circumstances, when an action fails and
steps have to be retaken, existing objects may have
to be wound up, i.e., finish their lifecycle according to
their current condition, as part of the compensation
activities for the problem.
Example: Figure 9 depicts the execution stage of our
workflow instance after the tentative hotel booking at
UniLodge hotel from 2/Jul till 12/Jul (cf. Fig. 7) ac-
cording to quote no. 21 failed due to the quoted offer
no longer being available. The workflow instance has
entered the k.o. post state hotelBookingFailed of activ-
ity book SH. The workflow has entered the compensa-
tion phase. The flight reserved with airline DeepBlue
needs to be cancelled (activity cancel DB of step 1)
and the travel plan needs to be re-composed. This
re-tasking step is represented by control activity re-
composeTravelPlan that is scheduled as step no. 2 in
the workflow execution schedule after the flight has
bee canceled. This control activity will invoke an-
other match-making process and, thereupon, define
another workflow execution schedule and enter state
travelPlanComposed. If this match-making process fails,
the workflow continues with another control activ-
ity, recollectTravelReq, in which the user can change the
travel requirements or abandons the business trip.

step# lcs activity p.bindings
1 { hbf } cancel DB quoteId: 21
2 { fcld } rTp

clcs = { hotelBookingFailed }
hbf . . . hotelBookingFailed
fcld . . . flightCancelled
rTp . . . recomposeTravelPlan

Figure 9: Execution stage during compensation phase
after tentative hotel booking found unavailable

In some cases, it may be useful to re-task a work-
flow, i.e., to determine new bindings for abstract ser-
vice objects, while the compensation phase is still in-
complete. In such a case, a wind-up copy of the task
workflow instance is created that exists concurrently
to the current workflow version. The wind-up area
may maintain a separate branch until it has reached
the end of its lifecycle. A wind-up areas of a task
workflow is identified by a set of activities and states
in the workflow description.
Example: In our business trip workflow, service us-
age activity collectRefund PR together with its prestate
and its poststate constitutes a wind-up area. Notice
that this area is not explicitly emphasized as such in
Fig. 5. The wind-up process maintains the binding of
abstract service object flightItinerary such that a refund
can be obtained for the canceled flight booking (ser-
vice usage activity collectRefund PR). Concurrently, the
proper workflow process can be continued by recom-
posing the travel plan (control activity recomposeTrav-
elPlan) and, thus, associating another flight itinerary
(service process instance) to the abstract service ob-
ject flightItinerary.

5 Conclusion

We have presented a framework for service compo-
sition based on conceptual modeling principles, i.e.,
the use of high-level models of the data and processes
involved in the implementation and execution of col-
laborative service processes. It considers service com-
position as part of (and result of) a complex design
process that in real-world applications has to permit
inclusion of user decisions and to execute processes
in a distributed, non-atomic environment. The con-
ceptual model serves to describe schema level infor-
mation and process templates that can be instanti-
ated for the execution of actual services, a distinction
that is routine in classic data modeling, but not nor-
mally made so far in service composition. By separat-
ing out the schema and instance levels, finer distinc-
tion between potential service capabilities and actual
runtime executability can be achieved. Most impor-
tantly, based on this capability, the conceptual models
include primitives for modeling decisions taken dur-
ing the design stage (i.e., the “including control tasks”
phase of the process development and execution cy-
cle).

This provides a structured framework for describ-
ing how a process can be readjusted at runtime ac-
cording to information that in real world scenarios is
ultimately dependent on execution of particular ser-
vice instances and therefore not available at static
design time, such as the availability of seats on a
particular flight at the moment of booking a whole
itinerary that was previously planned. The frame-
work enables the composition of service processes un-
der control of the process itself, including the ability
to adjust the process if conditions imposed by the en-
vironment have changed.

We plan to implement the conceptual model with
a similar visual notation as shown in Figure 5 in the
DoME2 meta modelling framework. We extended
DoME with Web Service execution capabilities and
plan to link the prototype to existing Enterprise Ser-
vice Bus (ESB) implementations. Using such an in-
frastructure would allow to integrate existing tech-
nologies if provided in Web service form.
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